April is Transportation Month!
Spring is upon us and it’s a great time to learn to sign different modes
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of transportation and ways to get around town. We’ll be discussing the
students’ favorite ways to travel—in cars,
planes, trains, boats, bikes, and more! The
lesson will begin with an airplane and travel
segment then progress into other land
vehicles like cars and trains. One week will
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focus on water transportation, and we’ll
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take a submarine to the bottom of the ocean
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to visit (and review) our sea creatures. Then
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the lesson will end with emergency vehicles
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and some important safety signs. This month’s
topic presents many fun opportunities for
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movement activities and beloved songs like
“Wheels on the Bus,” “Hurry Hurry Drive the
Firetruck,” and “Slippery Fish.” And this
session won’t be a quiet one, as we’ll
make lots of fun noises as we learn these transportation signs and get
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moving. It’s always a popular topic and we’re looking forward to an
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exciting month ahead ! Here are some fun transportation books:

Some Transportation Signs
For more signs visit signingsavvy.com

Airplane

Car

Train

Bicycle

Truck

Boat

Firetruck

Some songs to sing and sign:

“Hurry, Hurry Drive the Firetruck”

“Cars on the Road”

Hurry, hurry, drive the FIRETRUCK.

To the tune of “Wheels on the Bus”
The CARS on the road say beep beep
beep, beep beep beep, beep beep beep,
The CARS on the road say beep beep
beep, all through the town.
The AIRPLANES in the sky say whoosh
whoosh whoosh, whoosh whoosh whoosh,
whoosh whoosh whoosh,
The AIRPLANES in the sky say whoosh,
whoosh, whoosh, all through the town.
The BIKES on the street say squeak
squeak squeak, squeak squeak squeak,
squeak squeak squeak,
The BIKES on the street say squeak
squeak squeak, all through the town.
The BOATS on the water say splash splash
splash, splash splash splash, splash splash
splash,
The BOATS on the water say splash splash
splash, all through the town.

Hurry, hurry, drive the FIRETRUCK.
Hurry, hurry, drive the FIRETRUCK.
Ding, ding, ding, ding, ding.
Hurry, hurry, climb the ladder.
Hurry, hurry, climb the ladder.
Hurry, hurry, climb the ladder.
Ding, ding, ding, ding, ding.
Hurry, hurry, squirt the water.
Hurry, hurry, squirt the water.
Hurry, hurry, squirt the water.
Ding, ding, ding, ding, ding.

“This Little Train”
To the tune of “This Old Man”
This little TRAIN, painted BLACK,
It comes chugging down the track,
With a Choo-choo, Toot-toot,
Hear the whistle blow,
This little TRAIN goes chugging home.

The TRAINS on the tracks say choo choo
choo, choo choo choo, choo choo choo,

This little CAR, painted BLUE,

The TRAINS on the tracks say choo choo

It has seats for me and for you,

choo, all through the town.

With a beep beep, vroom vroom,
Hear the honk of the horn,

“Twinkle Twinkle Traffic Light”
Twinkle twinkle traffic light,
shining on the corner bright.
RED means STOP, GREEN means GO,
YELLOW means take it SLOW.

This little CAR goes driving home.

This little BOAT, painted GREEN,
In the water it is seen,
With a splash splash, toot toot,
Hear the foghorn blow,
This little boat goes gliding home.

